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1. INTRODUCTION 
This progress report summarizes the work done under the contract E-
16 -606 from the Lockheed-Georgia Company to the Georgia Institute of 
Technology, during the time period 6/1/81 - 10/31/81. This report is 
submitted according to Reference 1. 
All tasks are examined. However there is progress reported on task 
"0" which is not included in Reference 1. The reason is that the work 
reported under task "0" was initially planned to be done under a consulting 
agreement between S.G. Lekoudis and the Lockheed-Georgia Company. Because 
of difficulties in distinguishing the efforts, and the relation of the work 
in task "0" to separation, all efforts were performed under this contract 
and are reported in this document. 
1 
2 
2. TASK "0" 
This task involves the coupling of two programs. The first is a 
code that uses the most complete viscous/inviscid iteration technique 
available, to compute viscous transonic flows over single airfoils. The 
method, developed by the research department of Grumman Aircraft, is 
described in Reference 2 and in paper No. 10 of Reference 3. The second 
code solves the linearized two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for 
shock/boundary layer interactions. The method, developed by G. Inger and 
his co-workers, is described in paper No. 18 of Reference 3 and in 
Reference 4. 
Before explaining the coupling of the two codes, some justification 
for the effort is appropriate. Tt is known (Reference 3) that viscous 
effects dominate the performance of supercritical airfoils. Navier-Stokes 
solutions for flows around single airfoils, at interesting Reynolds 
numbers, are very expensivc. Moreover grid refinement studies that verify 
convergence, as far as truncation errors, are not always available. 
Viscous/inviscid coupling schemes also have their shortcomings. Most of 
them neglect .pressure gradient effects in the cross stream direction. 
There are two areas of the flowfield around single airfoils where these 
pressure gradients are known to be important. One is around the trailing 
edge, as shown by Melnik and his co-workers (Reference 2). The other is 
the region of shock/boundary layer interaction (Papers No. 4 and 15 of 
Reference 3). 
Normal pressure gradient effects close to the trailing edge were 
accounted for in a code developed over a number of years at Grumman 
3 
Aircraft (Reference 2). 	Similar processes for shock/boundary layer 
interactions were developed by Stanewsky et al (Paper 4 of Reference 3). 
In this task, a computer program was developed, using both procedures, that 
resulted in the most sophisticated viscous/inviscid coupling procedure for 
computing transonic flows over single airfoils that exists. The method 
maintains the attractive features of viscous/ioviscid coupling which are 
the good numerical resolution o f separately computed regions of the flow, 
and the economy of the calculations. 
Solutions of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations, for normal 
shocks interacting with turbulent boundary layers in transonic flow, have 
been obtained by Inger and his co-workers (Paper No. 18 of Reference 3). 
The obliqueness of the shock, for flow around airfoils (see Figure la) is 
empirically accounted for by evaluating the angle 13 from 
= 90.0° - 37.8 *)[M' - 1.0 
	
(1) 
where M' is the Mach number computed from inviscid theory, at the surface 
of the airfoil, before the shock. The incoming Mach number that enters the 
calculations for the interaction is then M = M' sin. 	For the cases 
investigated is around 7+ degrees. The subscripts b, s and a denote 
before the interaction, at the root of the shock, and after the 
interaction. Assuming that the "incompressible" shape factor is H = (H.) b' 
the incoming Reynolds number is (R the pre-shock Mach number is M, and 
R = log 10 (R * ) b , Tiger's analysis gives: 6 
(c f ) s = (0.252* R + 
3.4273 - 5.5 M + 3.15 H - H 2 )(c f ) b 	
(2) 
up °m (9.4 H 	108.0 M + 40 M + 61.124)(q) 
do = (0.25 R - 6,414.8 + 8,758.4 H - 2,756.9 H
2 
+ 
(10,639 - 14,659 H + 4,686 H2 )M 
+ (- 4, 439 + 6,157 H - 1, 992 	 * ) b 
 
(c f ) a a [(4,568 - 6,079 H + 2,061 H
2
)R + (2,085.47 
- 2,695.05 H + 874.1 H
2
)M + ( - 931.01 + 1,201.8 H 




6 a m 6b 	
[1 + (5.17 + 8.65 * (H - 1.3)) * (M - 1.0)* 
(1.11 * tanh (R 	2.35))] 	 (6) 
Schematic variations offs and c r in the interaction region are shown in 
Figure lb. Alio = x s  - xb  and idn = xa - x s . Equations (2) to (6) were 
obtained by curve fitting numerical solutions of the linearized Navier-
Stokes equations for normal shocks interacting with unseparated turbulent 
boundary layers. 
The problem that arises in the coupling of this procedure is that 
i up and dn are of the order of 10
-3 t 10 -2 of the airfoil chord, and thus, 





inviscid flow computations. Noting that further grid refinement would not 
change the width of the shock computed from the inviscid code, and to avoid 
this problem, we used a method which is justified by the asymptotic 
approach to equilibrium (at xb and xa
) of the flow variables, according to 
the interaction theory. The incoming boundary layer profile at b is 
determined by checking the slope of M'(x) from the inviscid calculations. 
This location is denoted by the grid point N
b 
in Figure lc. The location N
a 
is determined by checking the slope m' = M'(x) after the last supersonic 
point. Then the shock location N
s 




). This procedure, 
locates the interaction "box" shown in Figure lb at the center of the 
numerically smeared shock area given by the potential flow calculations. 
Ifup is smaller than x(N s ) - x(Nb ) the boundary layer properties are kept 
constant till x(N
s ) up
, and equal to the ones at Nb . The boundary layer 
calculations are initiated after x(N
s ) + dn . 
To the author's knowledge, 
no Navier-Stokes solution exists with dense enough grid to capture the 
details of the interaction, as provided by the analysis used here. 
Results for the RAE2829 airfoil (Reference 5), using the above 
procedure, are compared with viscous/inviscid coupling where boundary 
layer theory is used to march under the shock, as developed by Melnik and 
his co-workers - (Reference 2). Figures 2 to 5 show computed upper surface 
displacement thicknesses. Figures 6 to 9 show the corresponding skin 
friction and Figures 10 to 13 the C distribution. 
The results are summarized in the Figures 14 and 15 where C
L 
-a 
curves are plotted. 
From these results, it seems that the interaction is responsible for 
a loss in lift. Also the pressure distribution changes only close to the 
6 
shock, as compared with the original code (Reference 2). 	Thus the 
capability of the original code to accurately predict measured pressure 
distributions is maintained in the new program (Reference 6). Moreover the 
computed shock is "crisper" and moves slightly ahead, as compared with the 
one computed using simple boundary layer theory underneath it. At the time 
of the writing of this report another airfoil, the LG4-612 is being used to 
evaluate the developed method and comparisons with experiments are being 
• 
done. 
It is recommended that the method be used to study the initiation of 
shock/induced separation. Although the theory is not valid at separation, 
it should give a good indication when it is about to occur, because of its 
ability to accurately compute pressure distributions. The computing times 
are not affected by the interaction and they are almost identical to the 
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3. 	TASK. I 
The objective of this task is to develop a procedure that can be 
used to compute three-dimensional boundary layer flows close to 
separation. Use of the thin shear layer equations at separation is not 
possible in the direct mode, i.e., when the external pressure distribution 
is prescribed. The reason is the singular.ty of the thin shear layer 
equations at separation, that makes the numerical iategration of the 
equations impossible past the location of the separation. In this 
discussion, by wpwation we mean catastrophic separation and not 
recirculating bubbles. 
Experiments show that normal stresses are important close to 
separation (Reference 7). Thus, the a3sumption that pressure gradients 
normal to the wall are negligible, used in thi thin shear layer equations, 
might not be a good approximation close to separation. For flows at 
interesting Reynolds numbers, the subject seems controversial because, for 
some cases, reasonable agreement was obtained with viscous/inviscid 
coupling schemes that use simple boundary layer theory (Paper No. 26 of 
Reference 3 and Reference 8). For some other uses, inclusion of normal 
pressure gradients seemed necessary (Paper No. 30 of Reference 3). Some 
comments on the subject are made at the end of the discussion about this 
task. 
Under this task a procedure was developed, that combines the 
capability of computing boundary layer:, past the separation point with the 
ability to account for prestre gradient effects normal to the wall. A 
description of this procedure fo,- two-dimensional flows follows. 
23 
It is known (Reference 9, 10 and 11) that the boundary layer 
singularity is removable when the equations are being solved in the so 
i called inverse mode. 	In this mode, the displacement thickness (S 	s 
prescribed and the pressure gradient is being computed. In this way, 
calculations can proceed past the location of separation. Also procedures 
have developed that account for nonnegli::.ible preLi, , iire gradients normal to 
the wall (Reference [2). It seems reasonable to combine the two methods 
into one, and have a procedure that allow:; calculations with normal 
pressure gradient effects through separation. 
Assume a two-dimensional, boundary layer flow growing on a wall (x-
coordinate), with a prescribed displacement thickness 6(x). Let y be the 
coordinate normal to the wall, u and v the velocity components in the x and 
y direction respectively, and p is the pressure. Also, assume that at each 
streamwise station x, p = c(x) f x (y) and at the initial station, a velocity 
profile is available. The following steps would do the job. 
1) Calculate the boundary layer at the next streamwise step using the 
inverse mode, with d (x) as given, but with do/ax partially "known" 
function of y. 	In this process, C(x) is obtained at the next x 
station, together with the eater gal freesrream velocity. 
2) Calculate 	)/ay 	from th.• y -momentum equation ar the next station, 
using the velocities computed. Mris, obtain a new f x (y) at the next 
station. 
3) Repeat steps 1-2 for all streamwise stations. 	If reverse flow is 
encountered, its ok. 
4) Repeat steps 1-3 using the new "eigenfunctions" f x (y) for the 
pressure and use central differences for 3p/ax, until convergence 
is obtained. 
24 
Notice that the old values of p are used through one sweep in the x-
direction. This is because it was found (Reference 12 where the direct 
mode was used) that this way the process converged. This procedure of 
updating the pressure corresponds to a Jakobi iteration, instead of a 
Gauss-Seidel iteration. 
The procedure described can use any of the existing turbulence 
models. If coupling with an inviscid code is required, it can be done by 
iteratively equating the boundary layer edge velocities computed by the 
procedure, with the ones from the inviscid code that "sees" an equivalent 
body, displaced by d . 
In order to check this procedure, two boundary layer programs were 
combined. The first solves the two-dimensional incompressible laminar and 
turbulent boundary layer equations for arbitrary pressure gradients in the 
direct mode. The second is a boundary layer program that solves the same 
equations in the inverse mode (Reference 18). During checkout of the 
second program, mistakes have been found in the code and have been 
corrected. A list of the combined program is provided in Appendix A, 
together with some explanation of what the subroutines do. The input 
parameters are: 
1) Number pf streamwise stations (NXT) 
2) Station where transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs 
(NTR) 
3) Station where the program switches from direct to inverse mode (INV) 
4) Step size of the grid normal to the wall at the first step (Anl ) 
5) Factor for the geometric growth of the grid normal to the wall (VGP) 
6) Freestream velocity (UREF) 
7) Reynolds number based on the coordinate of the last streamwise 
station 
25 
8) The coordinates of the streamwise stations. Notice that x(NXT) ° 1. 
9) The pressure coefficient C p  at the first INV-1 stations. 
10) The displacement thickness 6 at the last NXT-INV stations. 
The program uses an eddy-viscosity model for the turbulence calculations. 
The program runs in both the direct and the inverse mode, and separated 
laminar profiles have been obtained. However there are difficulties in 
converging with separated turbulent profiles and work is being done to 
overcome the problem. The next step will be to code the described method 
using the code described in Appendix A as the base. 
The extension of the procedure to three-dimensions is, in 
principle, straightforward. 	In three-dimensions, one of the two 
separation patterns may exist. 	The first is the closed pattern (Figure 
16a) where streamlines coming from the stagnation region never reach the 
region with backflow. The second is the open pattern (Figure 16b). Both 
have been discussed in the literature (Reference 13). Remembering that the 
ultimate objective of this effort is to compute the loads on a realistic 
configuration, using viscous/inviscid interaction, at high Reynolds 
numbers, we examine these patterns separately. 
Computing through cliE• sepatation line of the closed type will 
require the solution of the three -dimensional boundary layer equations in 
the inverse mode. Such solutions have been generated recently in France 
(Reference 14) using integral techniques. Sophisticated turbulence models 
will require finite-difference solutions of the boundary layer equations 
using the inverse mode. Such solutions have not appeared yet. The same 
solutions are required, if the scheme described for the two-dimensional 
problem shows that pressure gradients normal to the wall have a significant 
effect in the location of t,paration. However if the pressure gradient in 
” 	 )1( , 
/ 














Figure 16. 	Sepacalion Patt,2rns 
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the cross-stream direction turns out to be of minor significance, a 
viscous/inviscid coupling can proceed with a closed separation line 
predicted by simple boundary layer theory. Such a calculation is possible 
and is the simplest attempt to compute the flowfield around a body with 
massive separation. It might be that boundary layer separation from wing 
surfaces at high Reynolds numbers is such a type of separation. However, 
for the case of afterbodies, of eual or maybe of more importance, is the 
case of the open separation. 
Computing a separation line of the open type could be accomplished 
with a use of three-dimensional boundary layer theory in the direct mode, 
plus the technique described previously for the two-dimensional case. In 
this type of separation a vortex sheet would spring from the separation 
line. Experiments (Refereices 15, 16) indicate that counterrotating 
streamwise vortices might be responsible for the vortex sheet that emanates 
from the smooth surface. Thus, whilo the flow has a large streamwise 
component of the velocity, wi:hout any indication of backflow, crossflow of 
opposite signs at the two sides of the vortex generates the open 
separation. To apply the procedure described before one would use the 
equivalent in three-dimensions of the work reported in Reference 12. 
Assume An external ple:;;;ur.2_ distribution p(x.z) given, where x and z 
define the surface of the developing boundary layer. 	In a viscous/ 
inviscid coupling procedure, this would correspond to the state of the 
iterative procedure where the inviscid flow has just been recomputed. The 
following steps would do the job, with an assumption of p(x,y,z) that 
matches the given pressure distribution at the boundary layer edge. 
1) 	Calculate the boundary layer at the next streamwise plane, but with 
Wax and ap/az "known" functions of y. 
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2) Using the computed velocities, compute the pressure from the y-
momentum equation starting with the known pressure at the boundary 
layer edge. 
3) Repeat steps 1 and 2 for all the streamwise planes. 
4) Repeat steps 1-3 using the newly computed pressures, until 
convergence is achieved. 
From the above discussion, it is obvious that the capabilities of 
simple boundary layer theory in predicLing the location of separation for 
three-dimensional, high Reyno.ds number, turbulent flows has not been 
really investigated in any depth. In this task a technique was developed 
that simply combines two previ.)usy used procedures, calculations in the, 
inverse mode and incorporation of the y-momentum equation in the 
calculations, into a way of computing two or three-dimensional boundary 
layer flows past the separation. 
4. TASK 2 
Although work on this task has not started, some comments are 
appropriate. S. Ragab of Lockheed-Georgia has developed a three-
dimensional boundary layer co(' for laminar flows around an ellipsoid of 
revolution. Because of the care and thorough testing of the numerics of 
this program, it is proposed that the new code will oe used for this task. 
Thus the code developed by Nasl‘ and 3craggs and mentioned in Reference I 
will not be used. Dr. Ragab is ,oncinuing his work on the code with the 
incorporation of an eddy viscosity model. 
28 
5. TASK 3  
Again, although work on this task has not started, some comments are 
appropriate. Work on the potential flew with free vortices is continuing at NS R D C 
(Reference 17). In order to obtain the computer code (Reference 1), Lockheed 
might have to follow a procedure as a defense contractor, because the code is not 
releaseable otherwise. This problem is being investigated. 
29 
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6. API', NDIX A 
Direct-Inverse Two-Dimensional Incompressible Boundary Layer  
Program for Laminar and Turbulent Flows  
INVERSE (Main Routine) 	 Performs the downstream marching and 
the iteration process 
INPUT 	 Reads input data 
IVPL 	 Initiates a profile at the first 
station 	- 
GRID 	 Defines the grid normal to the wall 
EDDY I Calculates 	the Reynolds stresses 




Calculates the Reynolds stresses 




Computes the coefficients of the 
momentqm equation when the program is 
in the direct mode 
ICONZI 	 Computes the coefficients of the 
momentum equation when the program is 
in the inverse mode 
SOLV4 
	
Inverts the block-tridiagonal matrix 
of the resulting finite-difference 
formulation of the boundary layer 
equations. 




74/74 	CPT='. 	 FIN 4.31.528 
PR,DGRAM INJE.RSE ( INPUT,GOTI'U T JAPc:5=INPUT ,TA?E(=QUIPUT) 
COMMON /E3Lt;0/ NP,NX,N XI 	 (61),A(61). 
1 	 ETA (61) 'USD 40119 (44)':- .Gi4rwm2,UREP. REYN 
COMMON /BLOC/ X ( 	 (t: ") .P2 (6C ) • ;,:t. (60)1RX (601,CF,P1( 
1 	 ,RTI-4C.TA 	) 
Ca'OMMON /PLL;F/ F(61, 2).U(s.-1.71,Vt 
1 	03(E: 1. 3) 	 (t 1) .6J 	ft1),Z;;-)..w(611 
MARC 









DO 10 J=1,NP 
W (J.1)=STEP 
W(J I 2 1=ST EP 
WRITE (6.910 0) NX, X iN X) 
IT=C 
IF(NX.GT1) CELtNX)=0.5 4`1X(NX) + X (NX-1)1 / (X(MX)•X(NX-.1)) 
IF(NX.GE. 	UE INX1 --:UE(NX-1) 
IF(NX.GE. NV) GO TO b0 
P1P=P1(NX) +CEL (NX) 
P2P2P2 (NX ) CEL (N X ) 
60 	11=1 .1+1 
IF(NX.LT.INV) GO TU 
1.41 2 X(NK•I)..X(N)0.2) 
1422X(NX)- 	X(NX-1) 
DUDS=“41• 011+2 4 42 	tiqx +H2•• 2*(}` 01 X-2 - (1.4.1.112)"Z 
`WE (N )0,-11)/ 01:‘‘HL*(1A:.0421) 
P2INX)=XtNX MUDS/U: (NY) 
Pl(NX)=0.5 4' (P2 (NX)+1.i., ) 
P1D=P1 (NX 	OE L (NX I 
P2PesP2(NX )0UL (N X1 
(NX.NE. IN V) Oil) 
IF (II.NE.1. JR. 	:I 	k,) Tu 3. 
DO 40 J=1,NP 
F(.1,1.)=F(Ja 
F(J,2)=F(J, 1) 
U(i I 1)=U (.1, 1)*S 1- 7.- ‘) 
U(J.2)=0(,), 1) 
V (Je 1)=4( 	1)*S IL Pt::: I. 
V (J,2).--. V(J, 1) 
14 0 1 1) z-. ST Era 
W (J. 2):--W( J, 1) 
4C CONTINUE. 
DETA(1)=3ET A(1; * 
DO 45 J=2 'el 
OETA(J)=DET A(J-1) 
A (J)=0.5 1 DE 1. 41J-1) 
45 	ETA(J)=EIA(J-1) ,-0.:TA(J-1) 
30 RX(NX)=UE (N X)*X (NX)/,;r4,! 
IF(IT.LE. ITMAX) GO TO 7(; 
PlOGRAN INVERSE 	74/74 	OPT=1 PMOrP 
WRITE(5.2500) 
GO TO 9C 
60 	 70 	P. IN X.GE .INV1 Go TO 
IF (Nx.GE .NTR) CALL 
CALL CMOM 
GO TO 2 
1 	IF (NX.GE .N TR) CALL c._OUY1 
65 	
C A L L 
	I 
2 SOLV4 
Si 	IF(NX.GE. NT RI GD TO h2 
IF(ASS (OELV It)) .GT.i.L-. ) ';J '0 
70 	 i2 	P(gSigELV (I)/ (V (1, ,)+)..) 4 r3LLV(1 ))) .GT. C.02) GO TO 60 
r5 IFINX9EQ. 1) GO TO 92 
IF (NP.EQ. 61 ) GO TO -)0 
IF(ABS (V (NIP ,2 )) .LE.1.0E 	3) GC TO 9C 
UALL GROWTH 
75 	 IT=C 
IF (MX.GE. INV) f A=1 
GO TO 60 
9C 	CALL OUTPUT 
GO TO 25 
80 	251 FORMAT ( 41 1*, 16)(125HII-ikATIL:NS EXCE.ELEO IrmAY ►  




COMMON /61..00/ NP,NA,:AXT,t, TR,,INv,:.TAa,V';F,,-.:NU ► DETA(61),A(61), 
1 	 EIA(t'1),CS[ALI1,0106t.Mi.12,UPEF,REYN 
COMMON IBICC/ X(EG),UE.(6),P1(E.0),r2tu:),CEL(60),RX(60),CF,P14 





OQ 2 1210)(T 
2 READ(5,821:0) X(;) 




DO 4 IINV,NXT 













A3 1, (X(I+1)-X(I))*(X(If1)-X(1•1)) 
DUDSz-(X(I4.1)-X(I))/A1l'UE(I-11 	(X(I 4 1)-2.0*X(I1+X(I.•1))1 
1 	A2•UE(I) 	(X(I)-X(I-1))/A3*UE(If1) 
GO TO 70 
50 	A1m(X(I-1)-X(I-2))*( x(I)-x(I-2)) 
A2m(X(I-1)-X(/-21)*(X(I)-X(I-1)1 





93 	P1(I)=0.5*(P2(.1 1 +1.;) 
DO 8 IsigNXm 
UE4UR F=OE(J)/UREF 
8 WRITE 6,91 
DO 10 J=INV,NY1 




9000 FORVAT(1H0,6HNXT 	 =,13,1 40+16 . -iINV =t23/ 
iH 16HETAr. =,E14.6. 
6WREYN =1E1+.6/) 
9 FORMATMXII . J= 4 ,13,“,*x- , *,10.4,4, x0- CF.g,Ei.4,4X, 







1 	 SUpROUTINE GP,OWTH 
COMMON ✓ BLCO/ NP,NX,NXTINT,INV,ETAEIVGPICNUtDETA(61),A(61) 
CTA(61),DSL;(61)IGAIMAlfGAMMA2,UREF 
COMMON /BLOP/ F(61,2),U(61,2),V(61,2),W(61,2)0(61 3 2) 





10 	 IF(NP.GT.61) NP=61 











20 	 8(..1.2)=U(NPO*2) 
W(J 9 2)=W(NP0,2) 
35 	COVTINUE 
NNP=NP.•(NP1 ■ 1) 
WRITE(6061;001 NNF 
25 	 RETURN 
630C 	FORMAT(1H0,5X,13HLTA:: 	 -POINTS ADDED) 
END 
SUBROUTINE GRID 
1 COMMON /OLGO/ NeINX I NXT(NTIINV7ETA ■;- 	AQUP_ 	
19 	1
DEIA(61 A(6 )
9 ETA(61),DSD(o 1,GAMAl:UA 
P
MMAZ,URLF 
IP((VGP•.1.0) .L.E 	0.001) 	0 TO 5 
NP =ALOGUETAE/OcTA(1))*(V(5P-1.0)+1.0G(VGP)+1.0C01 
GO TO 10 
5 	NP*ETAE/DETA(1) t  1.t)Lqdl 
10 IF(NP.LE#61) GO TO 13 
WRITE(6,9000) 





15 	 20 	eillJ)2ETA(J-1)f0ETA(J-1) 
RETURN 




1 	 SUBROUTINE EDDY:, 
COMMON/BLIC3/NP,NX,NXT,NTR,TNV,ETALIVGP,QNU,OETAt61),A(61). 
1 	 EtAft'11,03U(01),GAtiMA1IGAMMA2oUREFIREYN 
COMMON/BLOC/X(6C)vU::(60),P1(60)vP2(6),CEL(60),RX(60),CF, 
5 	 1 • P1P,P2 ► 0(THETA(6) 
COMMON/BLOP/F(61,2).U(61,23 1 V(6112),W051223,Q(61,21 
1 	 .DELV(61),O 	F EL(h1),DELU161),OEL14(61/ 
DIMENSION EDV(61) 
Fi=C.0 
10 	 THEaG.0 




15 	 THE=THE/SORT(REIN) 
RTNEsUE(NWPTHE/CNU 
/FCRTHE.GE.500C.) GO TO 4C 
71*RTHE/425.-1.L 
PI.5510 i.0ExP(SQDT(ZII-J.29".11)) 
20 	 Ais0.016B*I.55/(1.+PI) 




25 	 RZ22 SORTtREIN) 
R74*SQRTIRZ2) 
EDVO*WRZ2*(U(NP,2)*ETAINP) - F(NP,2!) 
60 	F IFLG.EQ.1) GO TO 90 il 
33 	 VABS*ABS(V(1,2)) 




35 	 gp ilIRI4*ETACJI*SORT(VABS4PA)/26.G 
trtY0A.LT.4,0 EL=.(1.-'EXP(-Y0A)) 
EDVI=0.16*RI2 4ABS(V(J,2)) 4 (EL 4 LTA(J)1"2 
40 
ifIEDVI.LT.E0V0) GJ TO 100 
90 	tOWif=EDVO 
GO TO 110 
100 EDV(J)=EDVI 
IF(J.Lt.2D GO TO 11:: 
45 	 IF(EDV(JleGT.E0V(J-.1)) GO TO 110 
EOV(J)=EDV(J-1)i(E0V(„;-1)-LOV(j-2))*VOP 
IFIEDV(A0LT.EDVOI GO TO 1•) 
0/(J)=ELIVO 
IFLG*1 
50 	 110 	B(J,2)=1.0+FOV(J) 
rETUR N
+1 






COMMON /BLCO/ NP,NX0 ,0j,^!TP,INV,LTAE,VGP,ONUiDETA(611,A(61), 
	
1 	 ETA(61),LSO( ■D1),UAMMAI,GAMMA2tUREF 
COMMON /Bt.CC/ X(60),UE(O01,P1(b0),P2(60,CEL(60),RX(60),OFIP11 
1 ePTHETA(60) 









RTNE=UE(NX) 3 THE/CNU 




GO TO 45 
G MTR31.0 
UEINTG20. 0 
Ult le 0/UE (NTR-1) 
DO 10 ItNTR ,NX 
U2t1.0/UE (I ) 
UFANTG=UEIN T0+ (U14-U2 ) (X ( I/ -X 	-A)" .5 
10 	UltU2 
GGt6.35E-.0**UE (Nt )" 3/ (RX WR-11 4 I. 34 4 CNV 4 '21 
EXPTM=GG. IX (NX)•X (NT-.!-1) ) sULIN1G 
IF(ExPTH,LE.10.0) GO TO 15 
WRITE (6.9 11J 0) GG.11: -.INTG,E XP TM 
GQ TO 20 





Rx2stsQRT(RX (WO ) 
RX4ItSORT(RX 2) 
PPLUS=P2CNX 1/ (RX4*V( 1,2, 4 6 1.5) 
RX216=RX2m0 .16 
cNt$OIRT( 1 t 0•-11.8*PPL 
CRS GIV=ON*RX 4 41 SCIRT (V(1,2)) /26.,1 
J*1 







E A  T
.1) 
 (J) 
GO TO 10J 
EDVI=R X216* ET A(J) "Z*i (J, 2) " (1.0 	XP (-YeA) 4 .2*GAMTR 
IF(EUVI:1 T. EOVO) G TO 2J C 
IFLGO=1 
100 	EOVIKEDVO 
GO TO 300 
Pinli.o+Eov 
J=J*1 
IF(J.LE,NP) GO TO bC 
RETURN 
SUMUTINE EDDY 	74/74 
	
FmD!.* 	 FIN 4.8+528 











COMMON /BLGO/ NeNx,AxT0TRIINviElAEO6PIGNU.QUA(61),A(61), 
ETA(01),O.,u(61),GAmmAttGAmmA2ouREF 
COMMON /EILCC/ x(631,u,':(60).P1(E0),P2(),CEL(60),RX(60) 1 CF,p; 
1 	 ,RTHETA(6C) 
COMMON /BLGP/ F(61,2),U(61,2),v(61,2)04(61,2)0(61,2) 
,DELg (61) 9 DE.i.F 	 (b1 	DEL W 131) 
COMMON /t3LCA/S1 (61) S2161 	S3 (b1) ,`;!* (b 	(Eil) 9S6(61),S / (61) 
Sfitb1),R1(61(,!i2ti:li,k3(b1),R; , (61) 
DATA GAMmA1/0.",/, GAmmAeil.e/ 
DO 100 J=2,NP 
USB=0.56 (u(J,21**?4, u(J-1,?) ,4 2) 




OEROJTAB(J,21 4, v(J,?)-BIJ-ItZr'v(i-1,))/OaTA(J-11 
/FiNX.GT,1) GO TO 10 
CF17,$=Q4 
8$ 6=0 A 0 Vez"C 
CUS8=0.0 
GO TO 2J 
LA 	Cr6=0.5*(F(J.1)+F(J-1,1)) 
CVBR0.5',- (V(J*1)+v(J-1,1) ) 
rDE
e=0•5 8. 4;"011)*V0,11fF(J-1,11.V(J-1.111 
USEI=0.5*(u(J,1) , *2tu(J-1,1)**2) 
RBV=00,11fV(J,i)-8(J-111)*V0-1111)/DETA(J-1) 
2J 	SI(J1=B(.112)/DETA(J-1)4(Ple 4 F(J,2)-CcL(NWCF81 , 0. 
SZO)=-B(J-1,2)/UET40-1)+W1P.F(J-1,21-GEL(NWCFS)*0•5 
$3(J)=7;.5 , (P1P*v(i,2)+CEL(Nx)*OV-3) 
54(J)*0.5*(P1P 4 V(J-1,2).CEL(NX) 4 Gv(3) 
S5(J)=-P2P , U(J,2) 
S6(J)=-P2F , U(J-1,2) 
57(J)=0.0 
S8(J)=0.0 
IF(NX.E0.1) GO TO 30 
CL9aCDERBO.P1INX-1)*GFV3+P2(mx-1)*(1.C-CuSB1 
CRB3-P2(NX)+CEL(Nx1 , (GFVO-CUSB)-;;LB 
GO TO 35 
30 CRBit-P2(Nxl 



















1 "4113N/3"4/infli:1NIA:it) il:OR11:Ritil 
CO4PON/BLCP/F(f1,2),0161,2i,V(b1,,?)!W(61,2), 
1 	 B(61,2) ,C.IEL V (61) ,Dz.Lf 	,OLLU(611,0ELW(611 
10 	 BELz1.01( X(NX)-X (N-1) 
GANNW.L. 0 
GAMMAZzETAC NP) -DSO (N X) *SORT (I;E iN) 
00 30 J=2,NP 
FLARE:11*C 
15 	 /FtVil410 .L T« 01 FLARE=0. 
FEts0.5*IF (J,2)+F ( J•1,2)) 
UE3 2 0•59U (J .2)+U (J-1,2)) 
VBx0.5*(V (J .2) +V (J-1.2) 
F ) 
20 	 US3=0. 5*(U( Js2) "2.0 (J-1, 2)**2) 




)41/(J,2) -8 (J..1, 2)•V (J•.1•2) )/ 
DETA (  
OFB=0 , 	(F( JI1) +F (J-1,1)) 
25 	 OUB3r0.5“(U(J 1 1)+U (J-1,11) 
OVB=0 	( V( J,1) +V (J-1,1)) 
OFV8=0 .5• (F (J,1)*V( 4,1)+F (J-1,1) •V (J-1,1 
1 	)1 
CUS820 .5* CU (J91) •*2+U(J..1,1)••2) 
30 	 G14313rU.5. 	O. (J) 41■ Z+ (J-.1,1)*•2) 
COERBVz 1 8(,1,1)*V(J,I)-8(J-•191)•V(J-.1,1))/ 
1 	 OETA (J-1) 
CRBz8E0 (cFva+ (CwSti-CUSE)*FLARE )) -COE RL 1 V 
1(J)=13(J .2 )/UT A (J-1)+0.5•3EL. (F (J• 21-U9) 
L 	35 	 52(J) 	J- 1.21 /0ETA 0-.1) +0 .5*HEL'• (F 	1121.•DFe1 
S3(J1zCo•BEL• (V ( J.2) +CIO) 
S4( J)=0,5•BEL*( V (J-1, 2)+CV3) 
S5(J):-3EO . U(J,?) 4 FLAF.C!' 
S6(J) 2 - 13E1. 4 U(J-1, 2/ ErE::RE 




R2(J)=CRR-(0EPRV+J'a.*FVO.+9,:.Ls(W;;J-USerIARO-BEL*(CF9 9 VB 
45 	 1 	-C;Vt3«rd)) 
Rie(J-1):.:0 .0 
30 CONT INUL 
R1(1)=13.:. 
R2(1)=0.0 
























A 	 (1011,414( 
2 	 G21(61),24Abl),G23(bi1,G24(61) 9W1(61),W2(61). 
3 W3I61),W4(61) 










W311 ) 'P 3 0 $44(1)-7-R4(1) 














G21(J)*(S4(JI•AA2.•A21(J1) 4*mA )/OET 











Wl(J)=R101...G11(JI"Wl(J1)- -,12(J)". 42(J-1)-W3(J1) 4 G13(J) 
1 	•G1ie(J)*W4(..)...1) 
W2(J)=R2(J)•G21(,))*WI(J-1)G2(J)*02(,)-.11--3(,)+1) 411 G23(J) 




D=Gk4VT-.1° (A13i!'4")‘.1'.!N 	- .,.(%r)^A21CtP).-.L12(N13 )*A23(NPI+ 




60 	 mA22(NP)I-wl:Np)* , .23(Np)(Np)e413(NP» 
A13(NP) "A22 (NP)I -GAMhA,:'• (Wt. (`,P)' (k12 (NProA2,i(NP)•A13 (NP) 
DIA ,14(V1*(GAM)1A1 , cA24(Np) , AI3(N(')-A2300) , A14(NP))*GAMMA2* 
(AJAANP) * A23(NP)A21(0 ° ) 4- A13(14P)))+GAMH41 4 (W2(NP) *A13(N1 
) . W1(NP) 4 Ai3(N0') )'' 'AINP )1 (A13(MP)".121(N ° ) .. A11(NP) 411 A234NF 
DV 11: 10°.:4A_I(Wl ( t1P) 41.0NP; (1 14(NP)) * W3(NP) 411 (A21(NP) 1116 
65 	 1 	314 (NP )-A11 INP)*1 	(,Ji )1-1. rani
. 	
( (NP) 4 A21 (NPI-W?(NPI• 
+k '14+F rA-' !" )4 	,sc3) 4) ;1 :. ir■ +, - 1.'1iiigW44 );:1'fiMW 
4 	.1 A221N+J) (NP)•;..:tNi 11 4'4.::(Ni-')" (A2i(A 4 IsAi2 (4P)-A1.1 (NIP). 
5 t,27 
70 	 DOI=GAMNA1 * (W2 ( '0- 1 4 :i'“NP)-;) - A2..;INDliW4(NP)*(Al2(NP). 
A23(N,P! 	 ') 1; hu3 u;P)* (; • /. 1. (r 4 p)•A23(r4p)• 


















90 	 DELUOI=CC1.40+1/*D!ILV(J) 
IF(J.GE.2) GO TO 26 
wRIT:(6,90J)) v(1.2),DELv(1) 
DO 30 J=1,NP 
F(J,2)=F(J,2)+OELFL; 
95 
w(J i 2).0.J, 2).47;0_14( 11 
30 CONTINUE 
IF(NX,G7.. INV) 07 fkre,t 
LOD 	 RETURN 
9CCD 	FORMAT (1.i 	 , 1M.b 	,EHLEL V 1= 'EL 4.61 
EN.) 
42 
1 	 SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 
GWIMOH /dLCO/ HP,Hx,NxT I NTP 	'c.TAE ,VGP 'Onus DETA (61) ,A(611• 
CIA (6i) ,U5u(bi ),tikritiA1,GAMMA6UR4F t REYN 
COMMON /E'll_CC/ X tb,)T i (JE TOOT 'PITH; ,P2 (61;)'GEL {LOT ,RXT601.CF,P1' 
1 	 IRTHETA (6G ) 
COMMON /BLCP/ F(Jit2).UT61,21,J(01,2T.H(61,21•0(61,21 
1 ' DEL '4.441,OLLF(61t$ FKLus,.)1), ,....7. ,.. w (61) 
DIMENSION YOOS toil ,ut,'(1) 
IF(NX.GE..EN v I GO TO 4Cc. 
Fl 3c0. 
THU:11=3.17 
DO 150 Js 2,NP 
F2=111,1,21 1't 
THETA1=-THET Al+ (F1+Fi2) 4 J.,5*MITA 
150 	FiliF2 
THETATTHL" TA 1*X (NX1 /S (IPT (1-A(NX) 
DELS=T ETA (NP)—F (NPre.) 3/4'X iNx)/sC,RTFA co.» 
H DE LS/T HE TA 
CF3s24.0 4`V(1, 2)/SCIRT(RXTNXT 
RTNETA (N)OztJE IN); )•THETA/CNU 
ROELS 2 UE (NX ) 4 DELS/ONu 
DO 100 J= NP 
YOOST,D= CET AU/ 4'X TNXT/S 3 RT (PA li■ XTT )/Di:LS 
100 	UP(J) 
G 	O 
sSQRTt UETNX) t (X INXT•CNU) ) 4 V (J,2)•DELS 
D T 60 




DO 450 Jz:11,NP 
F2n TUCJI 	/UTNP 1 21) • 	TUTJ.21/UCNP,21 
aTA1=THE TA1+(F1+F2)•a.5*()ETA (J-1) 
450 	F1*F2 
TMETArzTHE:T Al/SORT TREYNT 





YOOS(J)= 	fA (,)1 /SORT (R:tri) )fotil 
500 	UP (J)=SURT TUkEFJONOT* 1/241 (J,2)•OELS 
500 ORITE (6,44 0” 
WRITE TE,450 OTTJ,`-":744( 	' FL}, 2.), 1 (J,2),V 	),B(J,21 
1 	 ,UP(J) YO):)(J) 9,11. 1,Nr-'1 44 
WRITEt6,45D:'1 NP,ETA(NPTJC ,1P,ZT,UINP,L1,V(NP,2) 9 11(NP,21 
1 	 Up (NP) Y4)01.-. 
WRITE(6.300 e) X NXT 	 itix ),PTHETA ftiX),RD:LS. 
210 	NX=NX+1 
	(NX) ,P,AroH 
IFTNX,GT,NX TT GO 	iO4J 
00 250 PI, NP 
(.1•1)=FfJ, 
UT.),11 =UTJ, 







1 13X,7 HDUOY00,3X,4HYODST 
i500 	FORMATI1H ,13,F10.3,6E14 1 6) 
9000 rORMATT1H0e6X,1HX.11X.HTHETAolCX,4HUELS,11X91HR113)(•2HCF/ 
1 	1H i6X,1HR$11X,EARTHETA,8X,5HROELSo11X,2HUE,12X,2HP2/ io...044 i4,41.1 4 1:14.6 /0.4 t 5E1 4 .6/1x, t
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